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Cause you left me lonely And you know that If you know what's good You would do right I
was on his shit like Imma be his ride or die I'll show. Clearly You ain't thinking. Boy tell me
how you sleep at night. Cause you left me lonely. And you know that. If you know what's
good. You would do right. I was on . clearly you ain't thinkin' Boy, tell me how you sleep at
night. Cause you had me lonely, and you know that. If you knew what's good, you would do
right. I was on.
Original lyrics of What The F*ck You Gon' Do song by Tiny. Comment and share your
favourite lyrics. Tameka Tiny Harris - What the fuck you gon do? Lyrics.
Lyrics. clearly you ain't thinkin' Boy, tell me how you sleep at night Cause you had me lonely,
and you know that If you knew what's good, you would do right I. [Verse 1] Really? You ain't
thinkin' Boy, tell me how you sleep at night. Cause you had me lonely, and you know that. If
you knew what's good, you would do right. When Tameka “Tiny” Harris released her new
song “What The F**k You Gon Do? ” speculation began instantly that the track was directed
at her.
Tameka Tiny Harris new songs, albums, biography, chart history, photos, videos, news, and
more on Billboard, the go-to source for what's What You Gon Do?. Everyone's been asking
me to do music thepickofohio.com be careful what you ask for !! They say art imitates life and
if you take a good listen, these lyrics are.
Tameka Tiny Harris Dishes About What You Gon' Do, New OMG and the slow-grooving
track is one she loves for its easily relatable lyrics. I wish she would make an album and prove
to everyone how good she is vocally . I love tiny and respect everything that she does. great
wife and perfect mother. KEITH NEDD - TINY WHAT YOU GON DO . Tiny & Shekinah Cut It Off (remix). What the fuck you gon do Tameka Tiny Harris Lyrics. T.I & Tiny - What
You Gon. What the Fuk You Gon Do? Tameka Tiny Harris What the F@#k You Gon Do? 1.
$ The lyrics and the beat just brings out the memories. WTFYGD?.
Clearly. You ain't thinking. Boy tell me how you sleep at night. Cause you left me lonely. And
you know that. If you know what's good. You would do right. Tiny Releases New Song “What
The F*** You Gon Do”. Yesterday Based on the lyrics, it's clear that Tameka is taking NO
prisoners: U gone. Tameka Tiny Harris What The Fuck You Gon Do Lyrics on WN Network
delivers the latest Videos and Editable pages for News & Events, including Entertainment .
See the lyrics and sing karaoke to WTFYGD by TINY TAMEKA HARRIS. Find your
favorite song lyrics with Smule now! Really? You What the fuck you gon do.
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